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Introduction and Summary 

This report is submitted on behalf of the staff of the Maine Commission on 

Governmental Ethics and Election Practices (“Commission”) in response to the 

March 20, 2008 letter from the Joint Standing Committee on Legal and 

Veterans Affairs (Appendix A).1  The staff appreciates the opportunity to 

provide information to the Committee regarding the qualifications for 

gubernatorial candidates seeking public funding under the Maine Clean Election 

Act (MCEA). 

 

The Commission staff believes that MCEA campaign financing should be 

provided only to gubernatorial candidates who have demonstrated a high level 

of public support through the qualifying process.  This is a fundamental 

principle of the program regardless of the state’s fiscal condition.  Yet, given 

the current budgetary challenges facing the state, it is even more important 

and prudent to review the qualifying process for gubernatorial candidates to 

ensure that candidates seeking public funds for their campaign truly have 

significant support from Maine voters.  This is necessary to conserve scarce 

public funds needed for the MCEA program and to help maintain support for it.  

The staff is concerned that the current qualifying requirements for 

gubernatorial candidates are not an adequate measure of the necessary depth 

of public support for that candidate’s application for public campaign funds.   

                                                 
1 The recommendations and comments included in this report are made on behalf of the 
Commission staff, except for the viewpoints in the following section which were expressed by 
the members of the Commission at their July 28, 2008 meeting. 
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As discussed further in this report, we recommend: 

(#1) requiring gubernatorial candidates seeking MCEA funding to collect at 
least $30,000 in seed money contributions from registered Maine voters.  
This would be a reasonable, attainable objective for candidates to 
demonstrate that they have the depth of public support to merit 
receiving full public funding of their campaigns. 

 
The staff also encourages consideration of two additional issues: 
 

(#2) adopting a qualifying period for independent candidates for Governor 
that is the same length as for candidates in a political party; and 

 
(#3) increasing the initial payment for the primary election from $200,000 to 

$300,000 (or higher) with a corresponding $100,000 reduction in the 
maximum amount of matching funds for the primary.  This would provide 
more adequate funding in the primary election period for serious MCEA 
candidates who anticipate a vigorous primary election. 

 
The staff raises issues #2 and #3 in order to encourage further discussion, 

although we are not prepared at this time to make a specific statutory 

proposal. 

 

In preparation for this report, the Commission held a hearing on June 27, 2008 

to receive comments from the public on the sufficiency of the qualification 

requirements for gubernatorial candidates.  Written testimony received at the 

hearing is attached as Appendix B. 

 

Views of Commission Members 

At their July 28, 2008 meeting, members of the Commission responded to 

public testimony received the previous month, and expressed their own points 

of view for inclusion in this report.  The Commission Chair, Michael P. 

Friedman, noted that the MCEA was the result of a citizen initiative directly 
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approved by Maine voters in 1996.  He stated that the Maine Legislature should 

not eliminate funding for gubernatorial candidates due to a lack of funding – or 

make major changes to the MCEA – without giving the issue to Maine citizens to 

decide.  He said that he understood that the qualification process had been 

made more difficult, but that the Maine Clean Election Fund should be there 

for serious candidates who can qualify.  He expressed that it would be a 

terrible mistake for the Commission to endorse elimination of the gubernatorial 

part of the MCEA program.   

 

Commission member Ed Youngblood said that he agreed with the Chair, that 

Maine people put the law in place, and that any major change should come 

from the people – not from their representatives.  David Shiah said that the 

Chair’s comments were well-stated, that the MCEA had proven itself worthy of 

the voters’ wisdom, and that any major changes to the MCEA should go back to 

the voters.  Mavourneen Thompson was unable to participate in the meeting 

due to a technological problem with the telephone system, and Francis Marsano 

did not make any comments. 

 

The views expressed by the Commission members at the July 28, 2008 meeting 

are consistent with the consensus of the Commission members at a previous 

meeting on April 6, 2007.  At that meeting, members Andrew Ketterer, Vinton 

Cassidy, Jean Ginn Marvin, Michael P. Friedman, and Mavourneen Thompson 

declined to make a recommendation to terminate the gubernatorial portion of 
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the MCEA program at the invitation of Appropriations Committee member, Sen. 

Karl Turner. 

 

History of Public Funding of Gubernatorial Campaigns in the United States 
 
Public campaign financing programs for candidates seeking a variety of offices 

have been in operation since the 1970s.  U.S. Presidents, Governors, 

legislators, mayors, judges, and other elected officials have successfully 

participated in and been elected to office using these programs, including: 

• Candidates for U.S. President.  The United States has operated a public 
financing system for presidential candidates since the 1976 elections.  
Until this year, every major party nominee for U.S. President has 
voluntarily participated in the program for the general election, which 
involves receiving full public funding and accepting no private 
contributions.  Partial public funding has also been available to 
presidential candidates for the primary elections, but has been less 
successful recently due to outdated spending limitations. 

   
• Governor of the State of Michigan.  Michigan has a system of partial 

public funding in which candidates for Governor may accept private 
contributions and public funding.  In the first five gubernatorial elections 
in which the program was in effect (1978 – 1994), every general election 
candidate participated in the program and all but one primary election 
candidate participated.  In the past three elections, however, the 
program has been less successful in attracting candidates.  General 
election candidates who qualify for public funding receive a lump sum of 
$1,125,000 from the state and may accept private contributions up to a 
spending limit of $2,000,000.  Publicly funded primary election 
candidates receive $2 from the state for every $1 received from a 
Michigan resident (i.e., the first $100 of a resident’s private contribution 
is matched 2-1).  

 
• Governor of the State of New Jersey.  New Jersey also has a system of 

partial public funding for gubernatorial candidates in which the state 
matches up to $3,000 of private contributions at a rate of 2-1.  Every 
elected Governor from 1977 to 2001 participated in the program.  In 
2005, both major party nominees were personally wealthy and self-
funded their campaigns. 
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• Governor of the State of Arizona.  The current Governor of Arizona, 
Janet Napolitano, was elected twice in 2002 and 2006 under Arizona’s 
Clean Election Act.  She continues to be supportive of the program in 
public comments. 

 
• Governor of the State of Connecticut.  Connecticut has adopted a full 

public financing program for candidates for Governor, other statewide 
offices, and the legislature.  In this year’s elections, roughly 80% of the 
state’s legislative candidates have opted into the program.  Public 
funding for Governor will be available in 2010. 

 
 

Enactment of Public Financing in Maine 

In 1996, Maine voters approved the citizen initiative that established a public 

campaign financing program for candidates seeking the offices of Governor, 

State Senator, and State Representative.  Nothing in the citizen initiative 

suggests that funding for gubernatorial candidates was a lesser priority than 

funding for legislative candidates.  Gubernatorial and legislative candidates are 

paid from a single special revenue account, the Maine Clean Election Fund. 

 

In June 2008, the Critical Insights firm of Portland, Maine conducted a public 

opinion survey for the Maine Citizens for Clean Elections.  The survey found 

that a “strong majority of Maine residents (82%) believe that gubernatorial 

candidates should use Maine’s Clean Election Law,” and that “[t]hree-fifths of 

Maine residents said they would be more likely to vote for a candidate for 

governor who participated in Maine’s Clean Elections program.”  A summary 

report of findings is attached as Appendix C. 
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Participation in the MCEA by Maine’s Gubernatorial Candidates 

MCEA funding for gubernatorial candidates first became available in the 2002 

election.  Two candidates for Governor qualified in 2002:   

• Jonathan Carter (Green-Independent) 

• Hon. James D. Libby (Republican - primary only) 

By 2006, the MCEA program began to be viewed as a viable campaign financing 

option, and four gubernatorial candidates qualified for MCEA funding: 

• Hon. Chandler E. Woodcock (Republican) 

• Hon. S. Peter Mills (Republican - primary only) 

• Patricia LaMarche (Green-Independent) 

• Hon. Barbara E. Merrill (Independent) 

In 2006, several other candidates for Governor declared an intention to qualify 

for public funding.  Candidates John M. Michael and David J. Jones met the 

petition requirements for access to the ballot and came close to qualifying for 

public funding, but did not ultimately qualify. 

 

Current MCEA Qualifications for Governor 

Qualifying contributions.  Currently, candidates for Governor must collect 

3,250 qualifying contributions from registered Maine voters during the 

applicable qualifying period for the candidate (discussed in the next section).  

Qualifying contributions are donations of $5 payable to the Maine Clean 

Election Fund, which the candidate’s campaign collects from contributors and 

submits to the Commission during the qualifying period.  In 2007, the 
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Legislature increased the required number of qualifying contributions from 

2,500 to 3,250.  This amounted to a 30% increase in the qualification 

requirement.2 

 

Qualifying periods.  Under current law, the qualifying periods for 2010 

gubernatorial candidates will be: 

• 11/1/09 - 4/15/10 (5½ months - for candidates who are enrolled in 
a political party) 

 
• 11/1/09 - 6/2/10 (7 months - for independent candidates) 

 

Qualification for the ballot.  In order to receive public funding under the 

MCEA, candidates must qualify to appear on the election ballot.  The deadline 

for party candidates to qualify by nominating petition is March 15 of the 

election year, and the deadline for independent candidates to qualify by 

petition is June 1. 

 

Role of Seed Money in the MCEA Program 

Candidates for Governor intending to qualify for public funding may collect up 

to $50,000 in seed money contributions to finance their campaigns prior to 

receiving public funding.  These are contributions of up to $100 made by 

individuals only.  The contributors do not have to be registered Maine voters 

                                                 
2 Qualifying contributions may be made by personal check or by cash, or by credit card on a 
website established by the Commission.  If the contribution is made by check or by cash, the 
contributor must sign a receipt and acknowledgement (R&A) form.  Candidates must obtain 
from municipal registrars verification of the voter registration of each individual who provided 
a qualifying contribution. 
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and may reside outside Maine.  The MCEA provides the Commission with the 

authority to adjust the $50,000 maximum by rule-making, and the Commission 

currently is considering a rule change to increase the maximum amount to 

$150,000. 

 

Collecting seed money is not a requirement under current law.  Candidates are 

free to collect as much seed money they believe is necessary to run their 

campaigns prior to receiving public funding, up to the $50,000 maximum. 

 

Payments Amounts 

Under current law, gubernatorial MCEA candidates receive an initial payment 

for the election.  They may also qualify to receive matching funds if a 

traditionally financed opponent raises more than the initial payment or if 

independent groups make expenditures supporting their opponent: 

 

 

 

 

Candidates who are enrolled in a political party receive an initial payment of 

$200,000 regardless whether they have an opponent in the primary election.  

Independent candidates receive the initial payment of $200,000 for the primary 

election if they qualify by April 15th of the election year (the deadline for party 

candidates), rather than by June 2nd (the end of the qualifying period for 

 Initial 
Payment 

Maximum 
Matching 

Funds 

Maximum for 
Election 

Primary $200,000 $400,000 $600,000 
General $600,000 $600,000 $1,200,000 
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independents).  As discussed below in recommendation #3, the Commission 

staff encourages discussion of increasing the initial payment for the primary 

election to $300,000 (or higher). 

 

On-Line Qualifying Contributions in 2010 

In the 2010 elections, the Commission staff will introduce an operational 

change which we believe will reduce the administrative workload for 

gubernatorial candidates seeking MCEA funding.  In February 2008, the 

Commission established a new on-line service so that Maine voters could use a 

personal credit card to make a $5 qualifying contribution to a candidate.  In 

2008, 254 legislative candidates (77% of all 2008 MCEA candidates) collected 

2,810 qualifying contributions using this feature.  Among Senate candidates, 

the top ten candidates who used the system the most collected between 32% 

and 62% of the required number of qualifying contributions on-line; among the 

top ten House candidates, the rate was between 62% and 116%. 

 

The Commission staff intends to make this on-line service even more useful to 

candidates running in 2010 because it will verify the voter registration status of 

the contributors by comparing the contributor’s name and address to data in 

the central voter registration system.  The on-line qualifying contribution 

system will alleviate the administrative burden on the gubernatorial candidates 

in two ways: 

• For qualifying contributions received on-line in 2010, candidates for 
Governor will not need to obtain a personal signature from the 
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contributor on an R&A form.  This will allow the candidate or an outside 
group to reach Maine voters inexpensively by e-mail.   

 
• For those qualifying contributions verified by the Commission’s website 

as valid, the candidate will not need to contact municipal registrars to 
verify contributors’ voter registration.  

 

Dozens of politically active groups in Maine that are organized around social, 

economic, and cultural issues have e-mail lists of supporters.  Some of these 

lists may have been compiled for previous ballot question or candidate 

elections.  At the request of candidates – or on their own initiative – these 

groups could send e-mails to their supporters at low cost asking them to go on-

line to the Commission’s website and make a $5 contribution to help one or 

more candidates qualify for MCEA funding.  The candidates would have 

received a valid qualifying contribution with essentially very little or no effort 

on their part.  Candidates could also purchase these lists of names and e-mail 

addresses from the advocacy groups or from private database companies, and 

could send the e-mail solicitations directly to Maine voters. 

 

While the Commission staff is pleased to offer candidates options to make the 

qualifying process more efficient, we expect that these innovations could 

substantially offset the Legislature’s 2007 increase in required qualifying 

contributions from 2,500 to 3,250.  That is one of the reasons why the 

Commission staff believes it is necessary to give further consideration to new 

qualifying requirements, such as the collection of $30,000 in seed money.   
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Financial Status of the Maine Clean Election Fund 

The Commission staff has made preliminary projections about the cost of the 

MCEA program for legislative and gubernatorial candidates in the 2010 

elections.  These projections are attached as Appendix D.  Preliminarily, the 

Commission staff has presumed that four candidates for Governor will qualify 

for MCEA funding in the 2010 general election.3  Under these presumptions, the 

Fund will barely break even in 2010 and will have insufficient reserves for the 

2012 election.  For this reason, the Commission staff believes it is prudent for 

the Legislature to reconsider the qualifications for gubernatorial candidates 

(staff recommendation #1). 

 

Staff Recommendation #1 – Require Seed Money Contributions for 
Gubernatorial Candidates 
 
Gubernatorial candidates who qualify for MCEA funding and participate in the 

2010 general election will likely receive more than $1,000,000 each.  Given the 

substantial amount of public funds involved, we believe that the threshold for 

receiving these funds should be quite high, and that it is reasonable to subject 

gubernatorial candidates to additional qualification requirements than those 

for legislative candidates.  If gubernatorial candidates without a credible, 

demonstrated level of public support were to qualify for such a large amount of 

funding, legislative and public support for the MCEA program overall would 

                                                 
3 The actual cost of the gubernatorial program will be determined by which candidates choose 
to run for Governor in 2010 and which candidates will attempt to qualify for public funding.  It 
is very difficult to accurately forecast these candidate decisions at this time.  Better 
information will become available after the 2008 election cycle concludes.  The Commission 
staff will update these projections for the 2009 legislative session. 
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likely diminish, and large amounts of scarce public dollars that are needed for 

candidates in future elections will be drawn down.  For reasons discussed 

below, we recommend that gubernatorial candidates be required to collect at 

least $30,000 in seed money from Maine voters as an additional demonstration 

of public support in order to qualify for public financing. 

 

Collecting $30,000 in Seed Money is an Achievable Goal for Serious Candidates 

Requiring the collection of seed money, in addition to the required number of 

qualifying contributions, is a reasonable way to measure the degree of public 

support for a candidate within the state.  A gubernatorial candidate who is 

serious about being elected the chief executive officer of the state of Maine 

has to develop the capacity to mount a statewide campaign.  He or she should 

also be able to organize an effort to garner the support of individuals who are 

convinced of the candidate’s political viability and who are willing to make a 

seed money contribution in support of that candidate qualifying for public 

campaign funds.  The Commission staff believes that a requirement to collect 

$30,000 in seed money contributions from individuals within the state would be 

a credible demonstration of that support.  The staff also believes that this 

requirement would not be overly burdensome for candidates, particularly given 

the proven success and efficiency of political fundraising on-line through 

candidate websites.  The $30,000 requirement could be achieved through 

collecting, for example: 

• 300 contributions of $100, 
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• 467 contributions of $75, or 

• 600 contributions of $50. 

 
This would be a reasonable requirement and a manageable objective4 for 

serious candidates applying for public campaign funds.  Gubernatorial 

candidates who are not able to meet this demonstration of public support 

within the state of Maine would be appropriately screened out of the public 

funding program. 

 
Collecting $5 Qualifying Contributions, Alone, is Not an Adequate Measure for 
Gubernatorial Races 
 
The Commission staff appreciates that collecting 3,250 qualifying contributions 

is not an easy proposition.  Nevertheless, we believe that, by itself, it is not an 

adequate measure of public support to qualify for more than $1,000,000 in 

public funds:  

• When a Maine voter agrees to make a $5 qualifying contribution to a 
candidate, in many cases the contribution can indicate some level of 
support for the candidate.  In other cases, however, some segment of 
the public who can afford to give $5 will make the contribution simply 
because of their relationship with the person who asked or merely 
because someone asked them. 

  
• As discussed above, the availability of on-line qualifying contributions 

with automated verification of the contributor’s voter registration may 
substantially offset the increased requirement of 3,250 qualifying 
contributions. 

 
The requirement to raise $30,000 in seed money contributions creates an 

additional indication of the depth of public support for a gubernatorial 

                                                 
4 Candidates can begin raising seed money contributions at any time.  There is no fixed start 
date, unlike qualifying contributions which cannot be collected by gubernatorial candidates 
prior to the November 1st one year before the general election. 
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candidate.  To raise the required amount, candidates will have to make the 

case to contributors from Maine that theirs is a candidacy worth supporting and 

that they merit the opportunity to finance their campaign with public funds. 

 

Objection to Private Fundraising 

The Commission proposed requiring seed money in 2007 (L.D. 1854), but that 

provision was removed from the enacted bill.  Some objected to requiring 

private fundraising as a qualification for a program that is based on the 

concept of full public financing.  The Commission staff offers a few responses: 

• The required collection of $30,000 in seed money contributions would 
not fundamentally alter the public nature of the MCEA program because 
the $30,000 in required private contributions would be a minimal 
fraction (less than 3%) of the more than $1,000,000 that a publicly 
financed candidate would receive. 

 
• Under existing law, gubernatorial candidates in 2010 may choose to 

collect far more than $30,000 - particularly if they are in a competitive 
primary election.  If so, imposing a $30,000 requirement of seed money 
would not force these candidates to change their behavior significantly. 

 
• Candidates seeking MCEA funding may receive seed money contributions 

from highly restricted sources (individuals only) in order to diminish the 
contributors’ influence on the political process.  Advocacy organizations, 
labor unions, and trade associations are not allowed to make seed 
money contributions.  Lobbyists generally cannot give seed money 
contributions, because the qualifying period largely coincides with the 
legislative session.  The result is that most contributors of seed money 
donate up to $100 to a candidate because they believe in the candidate, 
or the candidate’s policies or leadership potential.  This support-based 
or ideological-based financial support from individuals is more benign 
than the large influence- or access-based contributions that are decried 
in federal elections. 

 
• Other states which offer public funding for gubernatorial candidates 

have recognized that private fundraising is an acceptable requirement to 
demonstrate the public support necessary to receive public funding: 
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 in Connecticut, candidates for Governor must raise $250,000 in 
private contributions between $5 and $40 to qualify for public 
funding; 

 
 in New Jersey, a candidate for Governor must collect $300,000 in 

contributions under $3,000 to qualify for public funding; and  
 

 in Michigan, candidates must collect $75,000 in qualifying 
contributions (the first $100 of any size contribution by a Michigan 
resident) to receive public funding. 

 
 
Staff Recommendation #2 – Uniform Qualifying Period for Party and 
Independent Candidates 
 
Under current law, independent candidates for Governor have the same basic 

requirement (collecting 3,250 qualifying contributions) to receive MCEA funding 

as candidates who are running to be the nominee of a political party.5  Under 

the qualifying periods listed on page 8, independent candidates have a 30% 

longer period of time (7 months) in which to qualify for general election 

funding than “party candidates” (5 ½ months).  The Commission staff has 

received informal comments that this additional time gives independent 

gubernatorial candidates a significant advantage in the qualifying process, and 

that the MCEA should provide for a single qualifying period of equal length for 

party and independent candidates.  The Commission staff believes this 

suggestion is worth consideration by the Legislature, although there is a 

rational basis for keeping the current law as is (i.e., independent candidates 

receive less funds overall if they do not qualify by April 15th, and they have a 

later deadline for submitting petition signatures to get on the ballot).   
                                                 
5 Unlike the requirement that independent candidates for Governor collect twice the number 
of signatures of registered voters to get on the general election ballot (4,000 as opposed to 
2,000), independent gubernatorial candidates have the same qualification requirements for 
MCEA eligibility as party candidates. 
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Staff Recommendation #3 – Consider Increasing the Amount of the Initial 
Payment for the Primary Election to $300,000 (or Higher) 
 

In 2010, the state will likely have vigorously contested primary elections in at 

least two of Maine’s three political parties.  The MCEA program must function 

successfully for both the primary and general elections, or candidates will not 

opt into the MCEA program and it will not achieve its mission of serving as a 

viable alternative to private fundraising. 

 

Under current law, 2010 gubernatorial candidates who qualify for MCEA funding  

for the primary election will receive an initial payment of $200,000 for the 

primary.  If they are running against a high-spending traditionally financed 

opponent – or face significant independent expenditures by outside groups – 

they may qualify for additional matching funds of up to $400,000.  So, the 

candidate may receive a maximum of $600,000 in MCEA funds for the primary 

election. 

  

In the course of the Commission’s current rule-making, the Commission staff 

has received some informal suggestions that the amount of the initial $200,000 

payment for the primary election is too low and may deter candidates from 

entering into the program.  The suggestion has been raised that the initial 

payment should be increased to $300,000 (or possibly $400,000) in order to 

make the MCEA a viable option for gubernatorial candidates who anticipate a 

contested primary election. 
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After some reflection, the Commission staff recommends considering an 

increase in the initial payment amount to $300,000 (or higher), for the 

following reasons: 

 

Concern of being outspent.  The Democratic and Republican party primary 

elections will likely include traditionally financed candidates with fundraising 

experience that will allow them to raise significantly more than $200,000.  The 

Commission staff has attached a chart (Appendix E) showing the financial 

activity by the best-funded traditionally financed gubernatorial candidates in 

the 2002 and 2006 elections, broken down by month.  As shown in the appendix 

and in the summary table below, traditionally financed candidates in the past 

two gubernatorial elections raised substantially more than $200,000 for their 

primary elections. 

 

 

 

 

 

Any 2010 gubernatorial candidates considering the MCEA program as an option 

who believe that they need comparable amounts of funding for the primary 

election may view the $200,000 initial payment as a significant handicap. 

 

Candidate 

Total cumulative 
campaign receipts by 

May 31 of election 
year 

John E. Baldacci (2002) $711,284 
Peter E. Cianchette (2002) $452,160 
John E. Baldacci (2006) $552,541 
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In considering whether an initial payment of $200,000 for a primary election is 

sufficient, it may also be worth noting some of the larger amounts raised in the 

first congressional district alone by candidates in the 2008 Democratic primary 

election for the U.S. House of Representatives: 

 

Timing of matching funds.  Matching funds are a well-intentioned component 

of the MCEA program, but in practice they are an imperfect tool for keeping 

candidates on an equal playing field.  In particular, they pose budgeting 

problems for MCEA candidates – particularly in a statewide race.  Candidates 

who are counting on matching funds to be competitive with a traditionally 

financed opponent can be unsure if and when matching funds will be received.6    

Sometimes, matching funds arrive so late in the election that candidates do not 

have sufficient time to make use of the funds.  In contrast, traditionally 

financed candidates have complete control over the timing of their fundraisers 

and some control over the amount of funds raised. 

 

For these reasons, the Commission staff believes it is worth considering 

whether the amount of the initial payment to gubernatorial candidates for the 

                                                 
6 Also, if independent expenditures are made in the 2010 primary election by outside groups, 
the express advocacy standard that is in effect until the final three weeks before a primary 
election is a major loophole that outside groups would be able to exploit. 

Candidate Total receipts For period ending 
Michael F. Brennan $270,327 6/30/2008 
Adam R. Cote $660,471 7/24/2008 
Mark Lawrence $461,007 6/30/2008 
Chellie M. Pingree $1,595,133 6/30/2008 
Ethan K. Strimling $642,212 6/30/2008 
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primary election should be increased to $300,000 (or higher), with candidates 

able to qualify for a correspondingly lower amount in matching funds. 

 

Different initial payment amounts for the primary.  In addition, the 

Commission staff also suggests considering whether the MCEA should pay 

different amounts to gubernatorial candidates for the primary election, 

depending on whether the candidate does or does not have an opponent in the 

primary and whether the candidate is enrolled in a “major party” or “minor 

party” as those terms are defined in the Election Law. 

 

If a candidate is in a contested primary election, the major purpose of primary 

election campaigning is to influence the voters enrolled in that candidate’s 

political party.  The number of voters that must be impacted by primary 

election campaigning is much larger for candidates in a major party, by a 

factor of roughly 50-1.7  Arguably, major party candidates participating in the 

MCEA need a larger public subsidy to reach these voters. 

 

If a candidate has no opponent in a primary election, some funding undeniably 

is still necessary during the primary period to maintain staff and to build a 

statewide campaign operation.  Nevertheless, the period of time in which an 

                                                 
7 In the 2002 and 2006 elections in Maine, 68,389 persons voted, on average, in the 
gubernatorial primary elections of the major parties (the Democratic and Republican parties).  
In contrast, only 1,437 voted, on average, in the 2002 and 2006 gubernatorial primary elections 
of the Green-Independent Party, the only recognized minor party in Maine.  The enrollment of 
individuals in the Green-Independent Party as of October 21, 2008 is about 9.4% of the average 
enrollment in the Democratic and Republican Parties. 
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MCEA candidate must rely on the initial primary payment is typically only about 

6-7 weeks (between certification in mid-April and receiving the general 

election payment in early June).  So, a candidate without a primary election 

opponent arguably does not need the same initial payment amount (currently 

$200,000) as a candidate with an opponent in a contested primary election. 

 

The Commission staff suggests re-considering the uniform initial primary 

payment amount of $200,000 which is currently paid regardless of the 

candidate’s opposition or party status.  For discussion purposes, we would 

suggest: 

Contested primary $300,000 
Major party candidates 

Uncontested primary $200,000 
Contested primary $150,000 

Minor party candidates 
Uncontested primary $100,000 

Independent candidates who 
qualify by April 15 No primary $100,000 

 

The staff acknowledges that these suggested amounts would need to be re-

examined at a future date if voter enrollment patterns shifted significantly. 

 

Other Options for Amending the MCEA Gubernatorial Program 

The March 20, 2008 letter from the Legal and Veterans Affairs Committee 

requested options for amending the qualifications for gubernatorial candidates 

seeking MCEA funding.  Some additional options are discussed briefly below, 
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although the Commission staff is not recommending them.  If you would like to 

receive further information regarding any of these options, please let us know. 

 

Amending the Qualifying Contribution Requirement 

In the 123rd Legislature, Sen. Peter Mills submitted L.D. 1680, An Act to Reform 

& Simplify the Clean Election Process.  The bill combined the concepts of seed 

money and qualifying contributions.  Under the proposal, candidates could 

collect qualifying contributions from $5 to $40.  The contributions would be 

payable to their campaigns (rather than the Maine Clean Election Fund) and 

candidates would use the qualifying contributions to fund their campaigns 

before receiving public funding.  To qualify for funding in a Governor’s race, a 

candidate would need to collect at least 2,500 qualifying contributions, and 

would need to receive at least $25,000 in qualifying contributions.  The 

proposal is similar to the qualification process in Connecticut’s recently 

enacted public financing program. 

 

In the opinion of the Commission staff, L.D. 1680 would achieve many of the 

goals described in this report and is worthy of serious consideration.  We would 

be pleased to offer further comment on the proposal during the 124th 

Legislature if needed.   
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Conditioning Payment of Full Public Financing on Past Electoral Success 

Some public financing programs provide less than full public financing to 

candidates if they – or the nominee of their party – did not receive certain 

percentages of the vote in the previous election.  For example, a candidate 

would receive less than the full public subsidy if the candidate received less 

than 20% or 10% of the vote in the previous election for that office, and the 

candidate would be eligible to continue with private fundraising up to certain 

spending limits.  The Commission staff does not recommend this option 

because it runs contrary to the premise of the MCEA of full public financing.  

Also, there can be constitutional problems with disadvantaging independent 

candidates and candidates who are not in the major political parties. 

 

Terminating the Gubernatorial Program   

One option available to the Legislature is ending MCEA funding for 

gubernatorial candidates.  This would amount to terminating one-third of the 

public financing program that was directly approved by Maine voters in 1996.  

As discussed above on page 3, the members of the Ethics Commission are 

opposed to ending this part of the program unless the issue is put to Maine 

voters. 

 

Conclusion 

In 1996, Maine voters directly approved a public campaign financing program 

for candidates running for Governor, State Senator, and State Representative.  
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The members of the Maine Ethics Commission urge the Legislature not to 

terminate the gubernatorial component of the program.  In this report, the 

Commission staff recommends changes to the qualification process for 

gubernatorial candidates in order to:  

• ensure that public funds are given only to serious gubernatorial 
candidates who are able to demonstrate that their application for public 
campaign funds has the credible support of members of the public; 

 
• contain the cost of the gubernatorial program, which is an imperative in 

the context of the state’s current fiscal condition; and 
 

• protect the perception of the MCEA as a government reform program 
that is fiscally accountable. 

 
The staff believes that the proposed requirements are reasonably attainable 

for serious candidates, are consistent with the public’s intent in establishing 

the MCEA program, and will assure the Legislature that the gubernatorial 

program can be responsibly funded in 2010. 

 

Thank you for your consideration of this report.  

 








































































































